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The Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve turns 
thirty this year, and this issue is all about celebrating. We 

celebrate the passionate advocates who sparked action around 
Great Bay in the 1980s, the dedicated group of  agency people 
who got the Great Bay federally designated, and the tireless 
staff, volunteers and partners who have dedicated thousands 
of  hours to our mission over the years. Through this 
collective effort we have built an organization that delivers 

water quality and biological monitoring data to the public, answers scientific questions 
about the estuary and how we are affecting it, connects thousands of  school children 
to our natural and cultural history, and brings best practices and emerging science to 
both natural resource managers and community decision makers. And as proud as we 
are of  the programmatic achievements over the past thirty years, our true legacy is the 
place and the people who are touched by it. The Coastal Zone Management Act created 
National Estuarine Research Reserves because it was clear that people were altering 
coastal habitats at an alarming rate, and there was a need to protect unique places to 
study change over the long term and raise awareness about their value. The need to have 
a place to go- to witness an eagle and osprey fight over a fish, to feel the mud between 
your toes, to start a physical journey by kayak or an intellectual one through a research 
project- this need for a place will never go away and we will always be here. This is just 
the first thirty years. Just think of  what’s to come.

Great Bay National Estuarine 
Research Reserve (GBNERR) is 
an estuary comprised of 7,300 
acres of tidal waters and 2,935 
acres of coastal land. Acquired 

through land purchases and 
conservation easements, 

GBNERR was designated on 
October 3, 1989 to be 

preserved for the purposes 
of education, research, and 

resource protection.
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GBNERR is funded by the 
National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration and the New 
Hampshire Fish and Game 

Department. The Reserve is 
supported  by its non-profit 
friends group, the Great Bay 

Stewards
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Cory Riley, Reserve Manager, GBNERR

This publication is printed on FSC 
certified 50% total recycled content/ 
25% post consumer content paper.
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F
ollowing World War II, the Great 
Bay estuary was by “common 
consent” dreadfully contaminated. 

After decades of  neglect and no sewage 
treatment plants along its tributaries, Great 
Bay was little more than an open sewer. 
There was only one solution to the problem 
– dam it.  

With only 18 miles of  shoreline along 
the Gulf  of  Maine, it was proposed in 
1937 to dig an inland waterway that would 
connect the marshes of  Hampton to 
Great Bay via Exeter and the Squamscott 
River. This was followed by the Great Bay 
Plan – a report to the 1945 Legislature 
by the State Planning and Development 
Committee. A series of  dams and locks 
along the tributaries and a gate dam at 
the Dover Point Sullivan Bridge would be 
constructed to ensure an adequate water 
depth for boating at low tide. To further 
encourage development, a Great Bay 
Parkway would encircle the estuary.

Dealing with the mounting pollution 
issue was a concern; how a tidal estuary 
functions though was not at the top of  the 
Legislature’s agenda. The mudflats were 
to be sacrificed in the name of  progress. 
But as often happens in New Hampshire 
politics, their scheme never saw the light 
of  day for one simple reason – there was 
no money appropriated to get the project 
started. 

This did not mean the Legislature 
gave up the idea of  exploiting Great 
Bay’s potential. In 1965, they established 
a committee to study the feasibility of  an 
inland waterway from Great Bay to Lake 
Winnipesaukee. Once again, the emphasis 
was on recreational opportunities and like 
before, nothing ever came of  it. 

As the Legislature’s fixation on an 
artificial waterway waned, the estuary 
continued to suffer environmental distress 
until the passage of  the Clean Water Act 
in 1972. This landmark legislation pro-
vided much-needed funds to build sewage 
plants throughout the region and begin the 
estuary’s slow road to recovery. It did not 
take long though before Great Bay faced a 

much greater threat.
In 1974, Greek shipping magnate 

Aristotle Onassis proposed to build 
what would have been at the time 
the world’s largest oil refinery 
on Durham Point. Much of  the 
Seacoast was experiencing an eco-
nomic downturn just as the country 
was suffering from an oil embargo 
and an oil refinery was a way to 
provide jobs and lower gas prices. 
However, the citizens of  Durham 
saw things differently and, led by 
three women advocates, the town 
voted overwhelmingly to reject 
zoning changes that would have 
allowed the refinery to be built. 
This decision was later upheld 
by the NH Legislature when it 
failed to override local home 
rule thus killing the project.

Galvanized by their victory 
over big oil, the Great Bay Estuarine 
System Conservation Trust was estab-
lished with the hope of  protecting Great 
Bay for future generations. Working with 
the State, a working group was formed 
to nominate Great Bay to be part of  the 

National 
Estuarine Research Reserve 
System (NERRS) under the Coastal Zone 
Management Act. For the first time since 
the English arrived on its shores, there 
was an emphasis on resource management 
rather than indiscriminate development 

Above: Peter Wellenberger 
at Reserve designation, 
1989.

Left: Dignitaries share in 
celebration with Governor 
Judd Gregg(right) at Reserve 
designation in 1989.

Right: Former Reserve staff 
Jennifer Mattrick and Karen 
Acerno bury time capsule at 
GBNERR’s 10th anniversary.
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and resource depletion. 
After the final environmental impact 

report was submitted to NOAA, Great 
Bay was designated as our nation’s 17th 
Research Reserve on October 3, 1989 and 
the NH Fish and Game Department was 
tasked with making the program a success. 
Fittingly, the designation ceremony took 
place on Evelyn Browne’s property along 
Crommet Creek in Durham. Evelyn had 
not only spearheaded the effort to protect 
Great Bay, but had optioned her land 
to Onassis under the guise it would be 
used as a bird sanctuary. Then Governor 
Judd Gregg presided over the event and 
Evelyn’s dream of  a renewed estuary came 
true on that bright, sunny fall day.

The original Reserve boundary 
included Great Bay proper and 800 acres 
of  upland. In 1992, a section of  the for-
mer Pease Air Force Base was designated 
as a National Wildlife Refuge and later 
included within the Reserve boundary. The 
Reserve’s expansion did not stop there. 
With Judd Gregg’s election to the U.S. 
Senate, he fought for federal funding to 
purchase additional land, underscoring the 
enormous value of  earmarks when used to 
support conservation.

The Great Bay Resource Protection 
Partnership was created under the auspices 
of  The Nature Conservancy and with the 
federal funds, the group began conserving 
land around the estuary. Over 6,000 acres 
have now been protected and nearly 3,000 
acres of  that land are included in the 
Reserve boundary as well as Little Bay and 
the tidal portions of  five tidal rivers. 

A lot has changed since a group of  
concerned citizens banded together to 
secure a brighter future for Great Bay 
and the entire region. The Great Trust 
eventually evolved into the Great Bay 
Stewards and in partnership with NOAA 
and the New Hampshire Fish and Game 
Department, Great Bay estuary is now a 
national treasure.

Peter Wellenberger, 
(former Manager of  GBNERR)

From top left: Original house on 

site of Great Bay Discovery Center; 

control burn of house; Foundation 

of Great Bay Discovery Center; 

timber frame of Hugh Gregg 

Coastal Conservation Center; 

Great Bay Discovery Center during 

construction; aerial of completed 

Great Bay Discovery Center Campus; 

Evelyn Browne, pictured left.
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Coming this fall check out www.greatbay.org for our fresh 

new website! The energetic and colorful new site will make 

it much easier to learn about current research happening 

around the 

reserve, find 

places to 

explore and 

learn, take 

a course or 

workshop, 

and meet 

the staff of 

the reserve!

NERRS NEWS

Congratulations to 

our photo contest 

winners who have shown 

a keen and creative eye 

capturing photos from 

around the Great Bay 

Estuary.  Producing high 

quality issues of Great 

Bay Matters, Facebook 

and our website, requires 

a constant stream 

of new high quality 

images.  We thank all 

of the participants who submitted photos this year.  The winners are:  

1st Place:  Johnathan Herrick, Fierce Hunter (Coopers hawk on the 

Discovery Center boardwalk), 2nd Place: Lindsey Volhardt, Daily Catch 

(Discovery Center waterfront), 3rd Place: Bea Eldon, Sunset at Sandy 

Point (Discovery Center waterfront).  Honorable mention: Mark Attardo, 

Spring in the Marsh (Discovery Center waterfront) Check out our photo 

album (Discovery Center 2019 photo contest) for all the images on our 

Facebook page – Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve.

FABULOUS PHOTOS!

Program News and Events From GBNERR

A NEW WEBSITE FOR GBNERR!

On September 20th, students and teachers from Greenland 

Central School will help unearth a time capsule buried 

20 years ago on the 10th Anniversary of the reserve.  At the 

ceremony then was, Congressman John E. Sununu, now New 

Hampshire’s Governor, along with staff from the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration, the reserve and spectators.   

What’s in the time capsule?  Join us at 12:30 pm at the Great 

Bay Discovery Center to find out! Bring a sentence or two with 

your wish or prediction for the future of Great Bay and we will 

include it in the time capsule. For more information contact 

Kelle.Loughlin@wildlife.nh.gov.

TIME CAPSULE TO BE UNEARTHED AT GREAT BAY 
DISCOVERY CENTER IN HONOR OF GBNERR’S 
30TH ANNIVERSARY
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1983 - Great Bay Trust   
           Established

October 3, 1989  
Designation of GBNERR – 

joins the NERRS 
as 17th Reserve

1989 – Peter Wellenberger 
named Reserve Manager

1992 – Boardwalk 
constructed at 

Sandy Point

1994 – Great Bay Resource 
Protection Partnership 

established

1994 – First Great Bay 
Matters issue

1994 – Beginning of 
volunteer program

1995 – Great Bay 
Stewards at 
Sandy Point 

formed

1995 – Water quality monitoring 
station established in Great Bay

1996 – First Evelyn Browne 
Award given

June 1, 1996 – Grand Opening of 
Sandy Point Discovery Center

1997 – Friends group 
changes name to 

Great Bay Stewards, Inc

1997 – Weather station 
established in Great Bay

1997 – First graduate 
research fellow

1997 - CICEET program 
established 

2004 – Half a million dollars 
obligated for habitat 

restoration and stewardship 
(NRCS)

2003 – 20,000th student 
attends school program

2002 –Stewardship 
program begins

1998 – Depot House acquired

2000 – Kayak 
program begins

2002 – Community 
Land Stewards 

Program begins

2002 –Coastal Training 
Program begins

1999 – 10 Year GBNERR Anniversary

1999 – 10,000th student attends school program

1999 – Time capsule buried in front of SPDC

1999 – First near real-time water quality data available

1999 – First Great Bay 5K

1983 | 1984 | 1985 | 1986 | 1987 | 1988 | 1989 |1990|1991| 1992 |1993| 1994 | 1995 | 1996 | 1997 | 1998 | 1999 | 2000 |2001| 2002 | 2003 | 2004 | 2005 | 2006 |2007| 2008 | 2009 | 2010 | 2011 | 2012 | 2013| 2014 | 2015 | 2016 | 2017 | 2018 | 2019

GBNERR Timeline
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2014 - Blue Heron Education 
Pavilion constructed

2009 – 20 Year GBNERR 
Anniversary

June 16, 2006 – 
Hugh Gregg 

Coastal Conservation 
Center dedication

2005 – First Art of 
Great Bay Fundraiser

2009 – 40,000th student 
attends school program

2009 – 5,000th Coastal 
Decision Maker attends 

CTP workshop

2010 – Sentinel Site 
Program established 

in Great Bay

2011 – Great Bay Special 
Collections opens

2009 – Reserve initiates 
climate change research

2006 – Second GBNERR 
Management Plan

2006 – Name change from 
Sandy Point to Great Bay 

Discovery Center

2006 – 30,000th student 
attends school program

2006 – 70th mile of public 
property boundary 

posted open

2008 – Porous 
pavement and 

 walkways installed 
at GBDC

1983 | 1984 | 1985 | 1986 | 1987 | 1988 | 1989 |1990|1991| 1992 |1993| 1994 | 1995 | 1996 | 1997 | 1998 | 1999 | 2000 |2001| 2002 | 2003 | 2004 | 2005 | 2006 |2007| 2008 | 2009 | 2010 | 2011 | 2012 | 2013| 2014 | 2015 | 2016 | 2017 | 2018 | 2019

2008 – 150th CTP 
training held

2012 – Cory Riley named 
second Reserve Manager

2014 - First Teachers on the 
Estuary Workshop Held

2017 – Wellenberger Woods 
Natural Play Area dedication

2017 – Environmental DNA 
program begins in Great Bay

2017 – 2nd Boardwalk 
constructed

2018 – Accessibility to 
waterfront improved

2019 – 75,000th student 
attends school program

2019 – 30 Year GBNERR 
Anniversary

2019 – A record annual 
3,800 volunteer hours 

achieved

2019 – Time Capsule unearthed 
and buried again in front of GBDC!
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Volunteer for Great Bay!
• Fall School Program: Educate school 

groups about the cultural history of Great 
Bay. Contact Melissa Brogle to learn how 
to get involved this fall. 

• Adopt-a-Spot: Like to garden? Handy by 
nature? We are looking for volunteers to 
adopt a garden or a play boat. Flexible, 
independent, and fun! 

• Looking for a volunteer opportunity? 
Contact Melissa Brogle if you would like to 
becaome a volunteer educator:

   melissa.brogle@wildlife.nh.gov 

   or 603-778-0015. 

Striped Bass - (Morone saxatilis)
The Striped Bass, known to avid fish-

erman as the rockfish, linesider, or, most 
famously, striper, is one of the most popular 
gamefish on the Atlantic seaboard.  It is the 
state saltwater fish of New Hampshire, and 
either the state fish, or state saltwater fish of 
six other states along the East Coast! Striped 
bass are native to the waters of the Atlantic 
Ocean, and their range extends from the St. 
Lawrence River down to the Gulf of Mexico.  
Stripers start their lives as larval eggs in fresh 
water and move to saltwater during their adult 
lives, a phenomenon termed anadromous.  

Striped bass follow their prey as they 
migrate north during late spring and will stay 
in northern coastal waters and estuaries until 
migrating south in the fall. Atlantic herring, 
pollock and mackerel are a few favorites of 
the striper but they will eat almost anything 
they can find including eels, shrimp, squid and 
lobster.  

Stripers are not the only predator to make 
a meal of these baitfish; terns can often be 
spotted diving into the water and feasting on 
mackerel, silversides, or herring.  This is the 
exciting tell-tale sign that stripers are “in”, 
as local fisherman would say.  When striped 

Estuary Almanac
bass are hunting they 
generally force their prey 
to the surface, where the 
baitfish will jump out of the 
water trying to escape.  This 
attracts birds to the area 
so wherever the birds are, 
there may be stripers.  When 
you see this fish-jumping, 
bird-diving phenomenon, 
you are probably close to a 
good-sized striper!  

Striped bass are currently the most 
sought-after gamefish in New Hampshire, 
and with some fish growing in excess of 
50 pounds, it’s not hard to imagine why the 
catch would be a thrill!  However, during the 
mid-70’s the species was on the decline.  
Commercial overharvest and habitat loss 
were among the top reasons why numbers 
were dropping.  In addition, the construction 
of fish passage barriers, such as dams, were 
becoming more popular.  This inhibited the 
anadromous fish from being able to reach their 
desired spawning grounds in freshwater rivers.  
The species was headed towards collapse, 
not only in New Hampshire’s waters, but all 
along the Eastern seaboard.  This sparked a 

movement towards protecting this important 
species, and in 1981 a coast-wide manage-
ment plan was implemented that has proven 
to be successful, over thirty years later.  

Currently, striped bass are plentiful 
in coastal waters and continue to be New 
Hampshire’s favorite sportfish.  They have 
a reputation as one of the best examples of 
successful fisheries management.  If you’d like 
to try your hand at catching this aquatic beast, 
head to the New Hampshire Fish and Game 
Department’s website (www.wildlife.state.
nh.us) to purchase a fishing license and join-in 
on a centuries-old fishing tradition!

Colleen McClare, Naturalist, GBNERR 
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As the staff  of  the Reserve 
began discussing how to 

celebrate its 30th anniversary this 
year, the Great Bay Stewards were 
right beside them. The pasts of  our 
two organizations are intertwined, 
from the creation of  the Great Bay 
Trust to help save the Bay from 
industry, to the establishment of  
the Great Bay Stewards nearly 25 
years ago to act as a friends group to 

the Reserve. A recent cleaning out of  files provided a time capsule 
of  all that has happened in three decades and how fast it has gone. 
Old minutes remind us of  the many members of  the community 
that once served on the board and now play other leadership roles 
in the region, and how the first manager of  the Reserve, Peter 
Wellenberger, went on to become the Stewards’ first executive 
director. There are events like the striped bass fishing tournament 
that have come to an end, and events like Art of  Great Bay and the 
Great Bay 5K that have grown tremendously over the years. And 
constantly reoccurring, in the minutes and in committee notes and 
strategic plans, is the push to be able to do more for the Reserve, 
to ensure the community knows the decisions its can be making to 
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Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay 
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road, 
Greenland, NH 03840

PLEASE JOIN US!
All interested parties are cordially invited to become 
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay 
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

!

q Guardian $150           q Protector $75  
q Steward/Family $35    q Student $20    q Other $__________
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name                                                                                               _____________                           

address                                                                          _____________                                             

town                                                                                         ____________                                  

state                                                                          zip              _________                                    

email                                                                                                         ___________                 

Celebrating 30 years

Interested in having someone from the Great Bay Stewards come present 
to your group?  Let us know at info@greatbaystewards.org 

For the Great Bay Stewards Annual Meeting on October 3, 

2019!  Please join us as we celebrate the 30th Anniversary of the 

Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve. This year’s event 

honors past and current staff, volunteers, donors, and board members 

who have generously given their time and resources toward promoting 

and protecting the health of our Great Bay. We will be reviewing our 

past accomplishments and present some exciting new opportunities for 

the future of the Reserve. Alongside some competitive rounds of trivia, 

we’ll be serving oysters from the Great Bay, appetizers, chowder from 

Newick’s Lobster House, and beverages. Hope to see you there!

Save the Date!

help the Bay, and the desire for more members to help support our 
goals (if  you aren’t one already, it’s easy to sign up online or using 
the form at the bottom of  the page!). 

And just as our 15th annual Art of  Great Bay event fades in 
the rearview mirror, we gear up for our 21st Great Bay 5K, to be 
held this year on October 26, 2019. We are excited to again have 
several local breweries offering a free beer to runners who visit 
them over the weekend, and to be adding free oysters to the mix! 
We have also added a team competition – sign your team up by 
September 26th and get personalized race shirts, plus the chance 
for fabulous team prizes! 

The mission of  the Great Bay Stewards is to “protect and 
preserve the vitality of  the Great Bay estuarine ecosystem …”. 
Join us in this effort so the estuary can continue to be the enjoy-
able wonder that it is.

Jack O’Reilly, President, Great Bay Stewards
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Sunset at Sandy Point
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